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This invention, relates. to hydraulic transmisr 
sions of the type in which aplurality of motors 
are' energized by. liquid supplied theretofrom a 
pump to which the inlets of the motors are con 
nected in parallel. with each other and, thespeed 
of each motor is controlled by passing. the out 
flow from each motor through a choke whichimr 
posesa back; pressure._ on the motor so, that the . 
total load; on:. each motor, consists, of the me 
chanical. load; thereon. and. the back pressure 
thereon; V 

In such; a..transmission,_ the pump must be 
capableof. deliveringliquidata rate great'enough 
toenableiall of themotorsto operate simultane 
ously at the maximum. speeds which may be 
required. but. if. it delivers liquid at. the rate 
whenoneor; more of themotors ‘are operating at 
a speed or:speeds.less_.-than.such maximum, the, 
liquid discharged by, thelpump will exceedthe 
"liquid ‘required to energize the motors and the 
excess liquid must, be: exhausted through a re. 
lief valveror an equivalent device. which will re 
sult in loss of power and excessive. heating, of 
the. liquid. Thereforadn order. to obtain. eco 
nomical operation and. to avoid excessive heat 
ing-_ of. the liquid, it. necessary toincrease or 
decrease; the rate at. which the pump delivers 
liquidlwhenever the transmissionis adjusted'to 
increase. or. decrease: the. speedof. one. or more 
ofthe motors. 
Pumps and motors when. operatingunderload 

each have as an inherent‘characteristic there 
of. a‘ “slip” which varies. in response to varia 
tions in thedrop inpressure across. the pump 
.or motor and. whichconsists of a number of 
small factors. For example, the slip of a pump 
Lincludesliquid whichlleakswout of the cylinders, 
liquid which leaksiout of the pump. valvepliquid 
which passes acrossthe face of. the pump valve 
from its. high pressure port to its. low pressure 
.port and the compressionof theliquidj due to 
creating. pressure therein. 

,If in a. transmission of‘. the above type no 
means. were, provided to compensate, for varia 
tions inslip. and if the pump were adjusted to _ 
deliver liquid at. justthe rate and pressure re 
quired to enable. each of‘the motors to operate 
at the. desired. speed, the variation in slip re 
sulting from. a change in the“ mechanical load 
on any of the motors would make the rate‘ of ‘ 
“pump. delivery. eithertoo little or too great to 
,maintain themotors at the same speeds at'which 
they were operating before the change in load 
.pccurred. 
“.ifithelbad‘driven by amotvr of atransmis 

2. 
sion of theabove. type. be. increased ordecreased 
after. the motor speed. hasbeen determined by 
adjustment of the choke. which throttles theoutL 
flow from the motor, andif no means be. pro: 
vided to compensate for variations in slip, then 
such change in load will cause the speed. oiithat 
motor to. vary from the desired speed. 

The; present. invention. has an an, object to 
' provide a hydraulic. transmission in .whichaplu 
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rality of motors areenergizedby liquid supplied 
thereto from the same pumpto Whichthe mo 
tors are connected in. parallelwith each. other, 
the speed of each motor. isadjusted and con‘. 
.trolled by throttling the out?ow. therefrom, the 
pump is automatically adjusted‘ to. deliver liquid 
at the rate requiredto cause the several motors 
to operate at their adjusted speeds and‘ at the 
pressure required. to. enable thefmost heavily 
loaded motor to. drive itsload', and‘ the speeds 
ofthe individual motors are maintainedwithin 
closer limits than. was, heretofore possible in 
transmissions of this type. 
Another object is. to provide a transmission 

of the above type in which the pump is auto. 
matically adjusted to compensate for variations 
inslip in response. to. a variation in the loadi'on 
any of the motors. 
Thisis. accomplished‘ by passing the out?ow 

from each motor through a “speed control,” 
which throttlesthe ?'ow. theretliroughj to there 
by control'thespeed of the motor, andiby adjust 
ing the displacement of‘ the pump either in re. 
sponseto adjustment oft-he speedcontrolor in 
response. to variations in the speed of the mo 
tor which carries the heaviest load. 
Eachspeed control may. be. simply a choke if 

some variation in motor speed is permissible. or 

is to. be moreaccurately controlled. 
The inventionis exemplified‘ by- the. transmis 

sionsshownschematically in the accompanying 
drawings inwhichtheviews are as followsi ' 

Fig. 1 is. a diagrambf the hydraulic .circuit 
of a transmission having. a single, motor and‘ a 

it may be. more complicated‘ if themotor speed 

7 speed controlwhich consists of. asingle throttle 
valve, a means for adjusting the. pump. being 
illustrated and the. parts being shown. in the 
positions. occupied-when the. transmission is idle. 

Fig. 21s a. view. similar toFig. 1 but showingr 
.the pump provided with a control‘in addition to 
the control shown in Fig, 1 and showingnthe speed 
control‘ as including a constant pressure valve 
in addition to ‘the throttle valve, the'partsbeing 
shown in the positionsoccupied when thetrans 
mission is operating; 
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Fig. 3 is a view similar to Fig. 2 but showing 
the speed control as including means to compen 
sate for variations in the slip of the motor. 

Fig. 4 is a view similar to Fig. 3 but showing 
a speed control which will maintain the motor 
speed proportional to a reference speed. 

Fig. 5 is a diagram of the hydraulic circuit of 
a transmission in which the invention is em 
bodied and in which the speed of each motor is 
controlled by a speed control which may be any 
one of the speed controls shown in Figs. 1-4. 
The transmissions shown in Figs. 1-4 are not 

claimed herein but are claimed in a divisional 
application Serial No. 93,170, ?led May 13, 1949. 

Figure 1 

The transmission shown in this ?gure includes 
a pump I, a motor 2 which is energized by liquid 
delivered thereto by pump I, a choke or throttle 
valve 3 which functions as a speed control for 
motor 2, and a control valve 4 which functions 
to effect adjustment of pump I until it is de 
livering liquid at the rate and pressure required 
to enable motor 2 to operate at the speed de 
termined by the adjustment of throttle valve 3. 
Pump I may be of any suitable type such as a 

radial piston pump, an axial pump, a vane pump 
or the like but it should have a control which is 
adjustable in response to variations in the pres 
sure of the liquid discharged by motor 2. 
For the purpose of illustration, pump I has 

been shown as being of the well known radial 
piston type and as having a displacement varying 
member or slideblock 5 which is constantly urged 
toward its maximum displacement position by a 
predetermined force such as by a spring 5. Pump 
I may be provided with a control including a 
piston 1 which is ?tted in a stationary cylinder 8 
and is adapted to move slideblock 5 toward its 
zero displacement position when liquid is sup 
plied to cylinder 8 under the control of valve 4. 
The transmission may be started and stopped 

by starting and stopping pump I but for the 
purpose of illustration it has been shown pro 
vided with a start and stop valve. having a valve 
9 ?tted in a cylinder H) which is connected by a 
channel II to the outlet of. pump I and is con 
.nected by a channel I2 to the inlet of motor 2. 

, ' Pump I is adapted to draw liquid through a 
channel I5 from a reservoir I6 and to discharge 
it into channel II. The pressure created by 
pump I is limited by a relief valve I1 which in 
practice is arranged inside the pump casing but 
which has been shown as having its inlet con 
nected to channel II and its outlet connected to 
ya channel I8 which is connected to channel I5 
and also to valve casing I0. 
‘Motor 2 has its outlet connected by a chan 

nel I9 to the casing 20 of throttle valve 3. Casing 
'29 has an axial bore 2I and an annular groove 
or port 22 formed in the wall of bore 2| and com 
municating with channel I9. Port 22 is con 
trolled by a hollow valve member or throttle 23 
having one or more ori?ces 24 formed in its side 
wall and adapted to register with port 22 to a 
greater or lesser extent so that liquid may flow 
from channel I9 through port 22, ori?ces 24 and 
.the interior of throttle 23 into the right end of 
bore 2| which is connected by a channel 25 to 
reservoir I6. Since motor 2 can discharge liquid 
only at the rate at which the discharged liquid 
\can flow through ori?ces 24, throttle valve 3 con 
stitutes a speed control for motor 2. 

Throttle 23 is urged toward the right by a 
spring 26 and it is adapted to be moved toward 
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the left by means of a rod 21 which is ?xed to 
throttle 23 and extends through the right end of 
casing 20. Adjustment is made by moving rod 
21 in one direction or the other. As shown, rod 
21 engages an adjusting screw 28 which may be 
turned in one direction to move throttle valve 
23 toward the left or may be turned in the op 
posite direction to permit spring 26 to move 
throttle 23 toward the right and thereby vary the 
effective area of ori?ces 24. Throttle 23 may be 
provided with a stem 29 which extends through 
the left end of casing 23 and carries a gage block 
39 so that the distance between the edge of port 
22 and the edges of ori?ces 24 may be determined 
by measuring the distance between block 30 and 
a ?xed point such as the end of casing 29. 

Control valve 4 has been shown as including 
a valve plunger 35 which is ?tted in a valve casing 
36 having three annular grooves or ports 31, 38 
and 39 formed therein. Port 31 may be of sub 
stantial width and the central piston 40 on 
plunger 35 may be of the same width so that, 
when plunger 35 is in its central position,-port 
31 will be blocked but a very slight movement of 
plunger 35 in one direction or the other will 
open port 31 to one or the other of ports 38 
and 39. 
However, port 31 has been shown as being rela 

tively narrow and piston 40 has been shown as 
having a plurality of tapered grooves 4| extend 
ing toward each other from opposite ends there 
of and so located that, when valve plunger 35 
is in its central position as shown in Fig. 2, port 
31 will be substantially blocked, a slight move 
ment of plunger 35 in one direction or the other 
from its central position will cause a slight ?ow 
of liquid to or from port 31 and a greater move 
ment of plunger 35 will cause a greater flow. 
Port 31 is connected to cylinder 8 by a chan 

nel 42, port 38 is connected to reservoir I6 by 
a channel 43 and port 39 is supplied with motive 
liquid in any suitable manner such as by being 
connected to channel I2 by a channel 44. The 
arrangement is such that, when valve plunger 
35 is shifted toward the right from its central 
position, liquid may escape from cylinder 8 
through channel 42, valve 4 and channel 43 to 
reservoir I6 and thereby permit spring 6 to move 
slideblock 5 toward the right to increase the dis 
placement of pump I and, when pump I is de 
livering liquid to motor 2 and valve plunger 35 
'is shifted toward the left, liquid may flow from 
channel I2 through channel 44, valve 4 and chan 
nel 42 to cylinder 8 and cause piston 1 to shift 
slideblock 5 toward the left to decrease the dis 
placement of pump I. 
Valve plunger 35 is urged toward the right by 

a spring 45 and it is adapted to be moved toward 
’ the left by a piston 46 ?tted in a cylinder 41 which 
is arranged upon or formed in the right end of 
valve casing 36. The right end of cylinder 41 is 
connected to channel I9 by a channel 48 so that 
piston 46 is subjected to any pressure prevailing 
in channel I9. When the pressure in channel 
I9 rises to such a value that the force exerted 
by the liquid upon piston 46 exceeds the force 
exerted upon plunger 35 by spring 45, piston 46 
will move plunger 35 toward the left, and when 
the pressure in channel I9 drops below that value, 
spring 45 will move plunger 35 toward the right. 

If channel 48 were unrestricted, a sudden rise 
in pressure in channel I9 above the given value 
might cause liquid to ?ow so rapidly through 
channel 48 to cylinder 41 that piston 46 would 
move valve plunger 35 far enough to permit liq 



uid‘ to ?ow ata rapid‘ rate, from channel, I2‘ into 
cylinder, 3' and cause piston 'I‘to move slideblock 
5.,far enough toward the left to reduce, pump dis 
placement too much which would result in a drop 
in- pressure which, then would, cause slideblock 5 
to. again move toward the, right. Slideblock 5 
mightbe shifted several times before it stopped 
in,‘ its correct position. ' 
In order to avoid the possibility that slide- , 

block 5 might oscillate or hunt, the, flow from 
channel I 9 to cylinder 41. is restricted such as by 
inserting a choke 49 in channel 58. However, 
it, is desirable that the displacement of pump 
I‘v be» increased rapidly when, necessary. There 
fore, means are provided for permitting free ?ow 
from cylinder 41 to channel I9 such as by con 
necting a checkvalve5ll inparallel with choke 49. 

Operation 

When pump I is running and valve 9 is in the 
position shown in Fig, LDump I will‘ be atits 
maximum, displacement and will draw liquid 
through channel I5‘ from reservoir I6'and dis 
charge it into channelv I I. The liquid discharged I 
by pump I will flow through channel I I, valve 
casing l5 and channels I8 and I5 back to the 
inlet of pump I. Valve plunger 35.. of control 
‘valved will be held by spring 45 at the limit of 
its movement toward the right due to the lack 
of, any pressure in channel I9‘. 
When valve 9 is shifted to the position shown 

in Fig. 2, the liquid discharged by pump I will 
flow through channel II, valve casing IE! and 
channel I2 to motor 2 and cause itto start to 
operate and to discharge liquidthrough chan 
nel I9, throttle valve 3 and channel 25 to reser 
voir I6. Since motor 2. cannot instantly acceler 
ate its load to full speed, the displacement of 
pump I will remain at maximum, pump I will 
continue to discharge liquid at its full volumetric 
rate and pump pressure will rise to maximum 
and open relief valve I ‘I so that the liquid dis 
charged by pump ! in excess of the liquid re 
quired by motor 2, may ?ow through relief valve 
I] and channels I8 and I5 backto the inlet of 
the pump. 7 

Motor 2 will gradually accelerate and itv will 
discharge liquid at a gradually increasing rate 
through channel I9, throttle valve 3 and chan 
nel 25 to reservoir I6. Throttle valve 3 will 'at > 
?rst offer but little resistance to the new of liq, 
uid therethrough but its resistance willgradually 
increase as the how therethrough increases and 
this increasing resistance'will impose upon motor 
2a back pressure which gradually increases and 
which extends from channel I9 through channel 
48 and acts upon piston I96. 

ori?ces‘ 213 are so proportioned that, atiany 
adjusted motor speed, the entire discharge from 
motor 2‘ will ?ow through throttle valve 3 at a 
predetermined low back’ pressure, such. as 25 
p. s. i., in channel I9. This low back pressure 
is suficient to cause piston 45 to move plunger 
35 of control valve ‘Ii into its neutral positionas 
shown in Fig. 2. Therefore, when motor 2 reaches 
its adjusted speed as determined by the adjust 
ment of throttle valve 3, the back. pressure in 
channel I9 will be at the predetermined value, 
such as 25 p. s. i., and control'valve plunger 35 
will be in its neutral position. 

Since at this time pump I isstill discharging 
liquid at its maximum rate,’ motor 2 willstart to 
run-faster than its‘adjustedspeed and to- dis 
charge liquid ata rate inexcess of therateyat 
"which liquid canflow through throttle va1ve'3" 
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at the predeterminedv back‘ pressure,‘ thereby 
causing- the‘; back‘ pressure‘ to- increase and enable 
piston (lute-move valve plunger 35-far enough to 
open port, 311 to portv 39. Then- liquid will ?ow 
from channel I-2through-channel 44, valve 4 and 
channel 62 to cylinder 8 and cause piston l‘ to 
shift slideblock 5 toward the left until pump‘ I 
is delivering only enough liquid to maintain a 
pressure which exceeds ‘the pressure required 
by motor 2 to drive its load‘ only by‘ the small 
amount, such as 25‘ p; s. ii required to enable 
piston 46 to shift valve plunger" 35 against the 
resistance , of spring 45. 
When the pressure drop; acrossthe motor- is 

subtracted from the reduced input- pressure- in 
channel I2, the resultingback pressure in chan 
nel“ I9' is reduced‘ bythe same amount until‘ the 
predeterminedvalue of say 25p; s. i; is'reached'. 
Atthis point: spring 45 overcomes the back pres 
sure acting on piston 45 andmoves valve plunger 
35; toward the right until‘port 3751s open to port 
39' only enough to‘ enable’ the pressure in chan 
nels l2 and" 44‘ to maintain in- cylinderl8~just 
enough pressure to enable piston ‘i to holdislid'e 
block ' 5* in its adjusted position against the 
thrust of'spring 5‘, 

rThereafter, if the speed of-motor 2 should‘ tend 
to increaseabove the speed determined by the 
adjustment of throttle valve 3; motor 2; would 
tend to’ discharge liquid at, an increased rate but 
this tendency would be resisted by throttle valve 
3' which willjcausethe back pressure to rise and 
shift piston 56', and valve plunger 35 toward the 
leftto effect- a reduction in the displacement of 
pump I and‘ thereby overcome the tendency of 
motor 2 to increase its speed. 

Conversely, if the speed of motor Z'should tend 
to decrease below the speed determined by the 
adjustment of throttle valve 3‘; motor 2 would 
tend to discharge liquid at a reduced rate which 
would cause the back pressure to drop and per 
mit spring 45 to move valve plunger 35 toward 
the right to effect an increase in the displace 
ment of pump I and thereby overcome the ten 
dency of motor 2 to decrease“ its speed; 
Pump I thus delivers only enough liquid to en 

ablemotor 2 to operate at the speed determined 
by the adjustment of throttle valve 3‘ and it 
creates only enough pressure to enable motor 2 to 
drive its loadand to enable piston 46 to’ shift 
valve plunger 35, thereby avoiding the waste of 
power and vthe heating of liquid which is inherent 
‘in the prior transmissions in which motor speed 
is controlled by throttling motor out?ow. 

Since the flow through an ori?ce varies with 
the drop in pressure thereacross, the speed‘of 
motor 2 will vary somewhat from the speed de 
termined by the adjustment of throttle valve 3 
but the speed of motor 2 will be maintained ‘with 
in a narrow enough range for many installations. 
If it is desired to maintain the speed of motor 
2 within a narrower range, a constant pressure 
valve may be inserted into channel i9, as indi 
cated at 5| in Fig. 2, to maintain a substantially 
constant pressure at the inlet of throttle valve 3. 

Figure 2 

I In this ?gure, the transmission has been 
shown providedwith two pump controls instead - 
of one. Oneof the controls includes a piston ‘I 
?tted in a cylinder 8 and a valve to control‘the 
?owof liquid to and from cylinder 8 the same as 
‘in, Fig. .1. 

r ‘The. other control is or the type whichjpermits 
the pump to discharge liquid at its full volu 
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metric rate until pump pressure reaches a given’ 
maximum and then it reduces pump displace 
ment until the pump is delivering just enough 
liquid to maintain that maximum pressure con 
stant. This control may be of any suitable type, 
such as that shown in Patent No. 2,080,810, but 
for the purpose of illustration it has been indi 
cated schematically as having a piston 52 ?tted 
in a cylinder 53 which is connected to channel 
II by a channel 54 having a choke 55 inserted 
therein to limit the rate of flow from channel I I 
to cylinder 53, a check valve 56 being connected 
in parallel with choke 55 to permit free ?ow from 
cylinder 53 to channel II. A relief valve is built 
into the pump or into the control according to 
common practice but the relief valve has been 
omitted from the drawing in order to avoid com 
plicating the view. 

Servo motor 52-53 has been shown arranged 
outward from servo-motor 1-8 with the stem of 
its piston 52 adapted to engage piston ‘I which 
has its stem in contact with slideblock 5 but the 
positions of the two servo-motors may be 
reversed. 

Also, a constant pressure valve 5| is arranged 
in channel l9 to maintain a substantially con 
stant pressure at the inlet of throttle valve 3. 
Since motor 2 can discharge liquid only at the 
rate at which the discharged liquid can ?ow 
through the ori?ces 24 of throttle valve 3 and 
since valve 5| maintains a substantially constant 
pressure at the inlet of throttle valve 3 so that 
the drop in pressure across ori?ces 24 is substan 
tially constant, throttle valve 3 and constant 
pressure valve 5| constitute a speed control for 
motor 2. 
The transmission is otherwise the same as 

shown in Fig. 1. Therefore, like parts have been 
indicated by like reference numerals and further 
description thereof will not be given. 
When the transmission is started and pump 

pressure rises to maximum, liquid will ?ow from 
channel || through channel 54 to cylinder 53 
and cause piston 52 to shift slideblock 5 toward 
the left and thereby reduce pump displacement 
until pump | is delivering just enough liquid to 
maintain that maximum pressure constant. 
Thereafter, the transmission will function in the 
previously described manner. However, valve 5| 
will maintain a substantially constant pressure 
at the inlet of throttle valve 3 and, when motor 
2 tends to accelerate beyond the speed deter 
mined by the adjustment of throttle valve 3, 
constant pressure valve 5| will cause the back 
pressure in channel l9 to rise very abruptly and 
promptly ellect a reduction in pump displacement 
which is just su?icient to overcome the tendency 
of motor 2 to accelerate. The speed of, motor 2 
is thus maintained within closer limits than would 
be possible if valve 5| were omitted. 

Figure 3 

In this ?gure, the transmission has been 
shown provided with means to compensate for 
variations in the slip of the motor due to varia 
tions in motor load. The pump may be provided 
with a single control as shown in Fig. l or it may 
be provided with two controls as shown in Fig. 
2. Since the transmission is otherwise un 
changed, like parts have been indicated by like 
reference numerals and further description there 
of will not be given. 
When a motor is operating under load, liquid 

will pass across the face of the motor valve from 
the inlet port to the outlet port thereof and will 
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8 
augment the volume of liquid discharged from 
the motor cylinders, and the liquid discharged 
from the motor cylinders will expand into a 
greater volume due to the drop in pressure across 
the motor. The liquid which passes across the 
face of the motor valve and the expansion of the 
liquid discharged from the motor cylinder causes 
the motor during each revolution thereof to dis 
charge a volume of liquid in excess of the volume 
of high pressure liquid contained in its cylinders, 
that is the liquid actually used in driving the 
motor, and this excess liquid will be referred to 
herein as the “slip” of the motor. 
Compensation for variations in motor slip may 

be made by varying the effective area of ori?ces 
24 in throttle valve 3 in response to variations in 
the drop in pressure across the motor but the 
transmission has been shown provided with a 
separate choke or slip compensator 5'! which is 
connected in parallel with throttle valve 3 and is 
adjusted in response to variations in the drop in 
pressure across the motor. 
The slip compensator may take various forms 

but for the purpose of illustration it has been 
shown as including a body 58 having an inlet 
chamber 59 formed therein and connected by a 
channel ‘60 to channel H3 at a point between 
throttle valve 3 and constant pressure valve 5|. 
Chamber 55 intersects a bore 6| which is formed 
in body 58 and communicates at its lower end 
with a discharge channel 62 shown as being con 
nected to discharge channel 25. A throttle 63 is 
closely ?tted in bore 6| and has an axial bore 64 
extending inward from its lower end into com 
munication with one or more ori?ces 65 formed 
in the wall of bore 64 and adapted to register to a 
greater or lesser extent with chamber 59 when the 
slip compensator is functioning. 
Body 58 also has provided therein a back pres 

sure chamber 66 which is connected to the out 
let of the motor to be controlled such as by being 
connected by a channel 61 to channel I9 at a 
point between motor 2 and constant pressure 
valve 5|. A plunger 68 is closely ?tted in the 
lower part of body 58 and extends into chamber 
66 so that its upper end is subjected to any pres 
sure prevailing in chamber 66. Plunger 68 is 
adapted to transmit motion to a lever 69 which. is 
pivoted intermediate its ends upon the upper end 
of throttle 63. Preferably, one end of lever 69 is 
connected to the lower end of plunger 58 by a 
yoke which extends around body 58 but for the 
purpose of illustration plunger 68 has been shown 
as being connected to one end of lever 69 by a rod 
10 formed integral with plunger 68 and as being 
urged upward by a spring ‘H which encircles rod 
10 between the top of body 58 and adjusting nuts 
12 which are threaded upon rod "ill, upward 
movement of plunger 68 being limited by a stop 
13 arranged upon its lower end. ' 
Body 58 also has formed therein a high pres 

sure chamber 14 which is connected to the inlet 
of the motor to be controlled such as by being 
connected to channel |2 by a channel 75. Closely 
?tted in the upper part of body 58 is a plunger 
16 which extends into chamber 14 and is con 
nected at its upper end to the other end of lever 
69. Plunger 16 has a stop ll ?xed to or formed 
upon the intermediate portion thereof and it is 
urged downward by a spring 18 arranged be 
tween stop 11 and an abutment 19 which is fas 
tened to body 58. 
The arrangement is such that the pressure pre 

vailing at the inlet of the motor tends to move 
plunger 16 upward and the pressure prevailing 
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at the outlet of themotor tends to move plunger 
.68 downward. When the inlet pressure exceeds 
the value determined ‘by theadjustment of spring 
18, the liquid in chamber 14 will move plunger ‘I9 
upward and compress spring 18 until the force 
exerted by spring ‘18 equals the force exerted by ' 
the liquid upon the lower end of plunger 18. 
When the outlet pressure exceeds the value de 
termined by the adjustment of spring ‘3|, the 
liquid in chamber 68 will move plunger .88 down 
ward and compress spring '|| until the force ex» 
.erted by spring ll equals the force exerted by the 
liquid upon the upper end of plunger 88. 
Upward movement of either one of the two 

plungers 68 and 16 without a corresponding 
downward movement of the other one of the two 
plungers will cause lever 89 to raise throttle ‘88 
and thereby increase thee?ective area of ori?ces 
.85. That is, a greater area of ori?ces 65 will 
register with chamber 59,. Conversely, downward 
movement of either one of the two plungers 88 
and 16 without a corresponding upward move 
ment of the other one .01“ the two plungers ‘will 
cause lever .69 to lower throttle 83 and thereby 
decrease the effective area ofori?ces .65. 

.20 

25. 
When the motor is driving a substantial load, 

the inlet pressure will be high enough to have 
raised plunger 18 part way to the limit of its 
movement, the back pressure or outlet pressure 
will be high enough to have moved plunger 88 
downwarda short distance and therelative posi 
tions of the two plungers will be such that lever 
89 will have raised ‘throttle 8,3 to uncover a part of 
the area of ori?ces ‘85. , If springs 3| and 18 are 
properly calibrated, the positions .of ,p-lungers .88 
and ‘118 will be such that the e?’ective area of ori 
?ces 65 will be just large enough to permit’ liquid 
,to ?ow therethrough at a rate‘approxirnately 
equal to the slip of the motor. Thereafter, a vari 
ation in the load upon the motor will cause a 
variation in the drop in pressure across the motor 
which will cause plunger '38 and/or plunger 88 
to readjust throttle 83 in accordance with the 
variation inmotor slip due to the variation in 
motor load. Throttle valve ‘3, constant pressure 
valve .55 and slip compensator 5,? thus‘ ‘constitute 
a speed control forv motor 2. 
The transmission will vfunction in the previously’ 

described manner except that apart of the liquid 
rmdischarged by .motorjZ will flow through slip com 
pensator}?! and the rate of ?ow through com 
pensator 57 will be varied proportionally to varia 
tions in pressure drop across .themotorto com 
pensate for the variations in motor slip. 

Figure 4 
In‘this ?gure, throttle valve 3 has been shown 

as being adjusted in response to the speed of 
motor 2 varying relatively to a ‘reference speed 
instead of having only a manual'adjustment as 
shown in Figs. 1, 2 and 3. ‘Since the ‘transmis 
sion is otherwise unchanged from the form shown 
in .Fig. 3, like parts have been indicated by ‘like 
reference numerals (and further description there 
of will not be given. _ , 

As shown, the speed of motor 2 is compared 
‘with a reference speedthrough a diii‘erential hav 
ing three .legs' 88, 8| vand .82. The, differential 
has its ?rst leg .88 driven by motor 2‘ at a speed 
proportional to‘ the speed thereof .as by means of 
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a suitable drive 83 and its second'leg 8| driven ‘ 
at a reference speed so that .its third leg .82 ro 
tates in one direction or ‘the other in response 
to the motor speed varying ‘relatively to the ref 
=erence_speed. ' . ' 75 

.. 10 

Throttle valve 3 is adjustable in any suitable 
manner in response to rotation of leg 82. As 
shown, leg 82 is adapted to rotate a screw 84 hav 
ing a nut 85 threaded thereon and restrained from 
rotation in any suitable manner so that rotation 
of screw 84 in one direction or the other will 
cause nut 85 to move axially in one direction or 
the other, axial movement of nut 85 being limited 
by two stops 88 and 81. Adjustment of throttle 
valve 3 in response to movement of nut 85 is ef 
jfected by means of a lever 88 which engages the 
control rod ‘27 of throttle valve 3 and has one 
of its ends pivoted to nut 85 and its other end 
pivoted upon a normally stationary pin 89. 

'In order that the motor speed may be adjusted, 
means may be provided to regulate the speed at 
which leg 8! of the differential is driven. As 
shown, legj 8| is driven from a power source 
through a. friction transmission having a cylinder 
98 which is connected to leg 8| by a suitable drive 
9|, a iriction‘disk '92 which is driven at a refer 
ence speed, two balls 93 which transmit motion 
from disk 92 to cylinder 90, and an adjusting 
member 94 which retains balls 93 in adjusted po 
sitions and also carries the pin 89 upon which 
lever 88 is pivoted. 
Disk 92 may be driven at any desired speed 

which may be constant or varied. As shown, disk 
92 is driven through a suitable drive 95 from a 
constant speed electric [motor 96. Adjusting 
means 98 maybe moved to and held in adjusted 
position inany suitable manner but for the pur 
pose of illustration it ‘has been shown as being 
adjusted by means of a<nut '9'! which is threaded 
upon one end portion of member 94 and is held 
against a stationary abutment 98 by the thrust 
of the spring 28 'in‘throttle valve 3. ~ 
The arrangement is such that, if balls 93 were 

'on the‘axis of disk 92, no motion would be trans 
mitted from disk 92 to cylinder 98 but, when disk 
92 is rotated and balls 93 are offset from the axis 
of disk 92, cylinder 98 will be driven through balls 
93 ‘from disk 92 and it will, drive leg 8| of the dif 
ierential through drive 9| at a speed determined 
by the distance balls 93 are offset from the axis 
of disk 92. ' , 

‘The transmission will operate in the previously 
described manner except that a variation‘ in the 
speed of motor 2 relative to the reference speed 
will cause the differential to adjust throttle valve 
3 which will vary the resistance to the discharge 
of liquid by motor 2 and thereby correct the varia 
tion in motor speed. 
More speci?cally, an increase in motor speed 

above the correct speed as determined by the ad 
justment of member 94 will cause drive 83 to in 
crease the speed of leg 88 of the differential rel 
atively to the speed of leg 8| ‘and thereby cause 
leg 82 to rotate. Leg 82 will rotate screw 84 which 
will move nut 85 and the upper end of lever 88 
toward the left. Lever 88 through rod 27 will 
move throttle 23 toward the left to decrease the 
eil'ective area of ori?ces 24 and thereby reduce 
the motor speed until motor 2 is operating at the 
correct speed. Conversely, a decrease in motor 
speed below the correct speed as determined by 
the adjustment of ‘member 94 will cause drive 
83 to decrease the speed of leg 80 of the diife'r 
ential relatively to the speed of leg 8| and there 
by cause leg 82 torotate. Leg 82 will rotate screw 
88 which will move nut 85 and the upper end of 
lever 88 toward the vright. Moving lever 88 to 
ward the right will permit spring 26 to move 
throttle 23 toward the right to increase the ef 
fective area of ori?ces 24 and thereby permit the 
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motor speed to increase until motor 2 is operat 
ing at the correct speed. 

Throttle valve 3, slip compensator 51, constant 
pressure valve 5| and the differential thus con 
stitute a speed control which maintains the speed 
of motor 2 proportional to a reference speed. 
However, if motor 2 is to operate only at a given 
speed which may be either constant or varying, 
friction transmission 90-94 and its drive 95-96 
may be omitted, pin 89 may be ?xed in a sta 
tionary position and leg 8| of the differential 
may be driven at a given speed which may be con 
stant or varying. 

Also, slip compensator 51 may be omitted as the 
differential will adjust throttle valve 3 to com 
pensate for variations in motor slip due to varia 
tions in motor load but a slight interval of time 
is required for the differential to make such cor 
rection while slip compensator 51 responds sub 
stantially instantaneously to make the correction. 
Therefore, the slip compensator should be in 
corporated in the speed control when prompt re 
sponse is desired. 
At the same time that the speed control is 

causing motor 2 to operate at the correct speed, ' 
any variation in the back pressure on motor 2 
causes control valve 4 to effect adjustment of 
pump displacement to cause pump I to deliver 
liquid at a correct rate to enable motor 2 to oper 
ate at the speed determined by the speed control 
and at the correct pressure to enable motor 2 to 
drive its load as previously explained. 

Figure 5 

The transmission shown in this ?gure includes 
a plurality of hydraulic motors, a single pump for 
energizing all of the motors, a speed control for 
each of the motors and means for adjusting pump 
displacement in response to variations in the back 
pressure on the motor having the lowest back 
pressure. 
As shown, a pump IOI supplies all of the liquid 

for energizing a plurality of motors I02, ?ve being 
shown and designated I02A, I02B, I020, IDZD 
and I02E. Pump IOI may be of any suitable type 
and it may have its displacement varied solely 
in response to variations in motor back pressure 
as shown in Fig. l or it may have its displacement 
initially reduced in response to pump pressure 
reaching a given maximum and thereafter have 
its displacement varied in response to variations 
in motor back pressure as shown in Fig. 2. 
The transmission may be started and stopped 

by starting and stopping pump IOI but for the 
purpose of illustration it has been shown provided ‘ 
with a start and stop valve having a valve I69 
?tted in a cylinder IIO which is connected by a 
channel III to the outlet of pump IOI and is 
connected by a channel II2 to the inlets of all of 
the motors I02. 7 
Pump IOI is adapted to draw liquid through a 

channel I I5 from a reservoir I I6 and to discharge 
it into channel III. The pressure created by 
pump IOI is limited by a relief valve I I1 which in 
practice is arranged inside the pump casing but 
which has been shown as having its inlet con 
nected to channel I I I and its outlet connected to 

_ achannel II8 which is connected to channel H5 
and also to valve casing I I0. 
Each motor I02 has its outlet connected by a 

channel I I9 to a speed control which controls the 
speed of that motor, the channels being desig 
nated II9A, H93, H90, II9D and II9E and con 
nected to motors I02A, I02B, I02C, I02D and I02E 
respectively. Each of the speed controls may be 
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any one of the speed controls shown in Figs. 1, 
2, 3 and 4 or be a speed control such as shown in 
Fig. 4 but with the friction transmission and/or 
the slip compensator omitted therefrom. All of 
the liquid discharged by each motor I02 ?ows 
through its speed control into a channel I25 
which is connected to all of the speed controls 
and discharges into reservoir II6. 
Adjustment of pump displacement in response 

to variations in motor back pressure is under the 
control of a valve I04 which is identical to the 
valve 4 previously described and corresponding 
parts thereof have been indicated by correspond 
ing reference'numerals so that further descrip 
tion thereof is unnecessary. Control valve I04 is 
connected into the circuit in the same manner 
as the control valve 4 previously described. That 
is, it has its port 31 connected to the displace 
ment varying means of pump IOI by a channel 
I52, its port 38 communicates with a channel I43 
which discharges into reservoir III‘; and its port 
39 is connected to channel II2 by a channel I44. 

Also, control valve I04 functions in the same 
manner that control valve 4 functions as pre 
viously explained. That is, an increase in the 
pressure in cylinder 41 causes piston 46 to move 
valve plunger 35 toward the left to permit liquid 
to ?ow from channel II 2 through channel I44, 
valve I04 and channel I42 to the pump displace 
ment varying means and thereby effect a decrease 
in pump displacement, and a decrease in the pres 
sure in cylinder 4‘! permits spring 45 to move 
valve plunger 35 toward the right to permit liquid 
to ?ow from the displacement varying means 
I42, its port 38 communicates with a channel I43 
to reservoir H6 and thereby effect an increase in 
pump displacement. 
In order that valve I04 may be operated in re 

sponse to variations in the back pressure on the 
motor having the lowest back pressure. the trans 
mission is provided with one or more selector 
valves I50. The number of selector valves re 
quired is one less than the number of motors so 
that only one selector valve would be required 
if the transmission had only two motors. As 
shown, the transmission is provided with four 

‘ selector valves which are designated I50A, I563. 
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I500 and I5'ID respectively, and each valve has 
a plunger I5I ?tted in a valve body I52 having 
three annular grooves or ports I53, I54 and I55 
formed in its side wall and two ports I56 and 
I51 formed in its opposite ends. 
Valve I50A has its port I56 connected to chan 

nel USA by a channel I60, its nort I51 connected 
to channel IISB by a channel I6I, its port I54 
connected to channel I60 by a channel I62 having 
a choke I63 arranged therein, its port I55 con 
nected to channel I6I by a channel I64 having 
a choke I65 arranged therein and its port I53 
connected to the port I56 of valve I50B by a 
channel I66. 
Valve I50C has its port I56 connected to chan 

nel I IQC by a channel I61, its port I51 connected 
to channel I IQD by a channel I68, its port I54 
connected to channel I61 by a channel I69 hav 
ing a choke I10 arranged therein, its port I55 
connected to channel I66 by a channel I‘II hav 
ing a choke I12 arranged therein, and its port I53 
connected to port I51 of valve I503 by a channel 
I13. 
Valve I50B has its port I54 connected to chan 

nel I66 by a channel I14 having a choke I15 ar 
ranged therein, its port I55 connected to channel. 
I13 by a channel I16 having a choke I11 ar 



,ipressure in channel Itll. 

ranged-therein, audits-port -;I 53aconnectedto . the 
port I55 ‘of-valve .I 50Diby~<a ‘channel 118. ' 

‘*Valve 150D has its port I51 ‘connected to.chan— 
"nel @I I BE by-a channel - I 19,-its'port =I 55 connected 
to "channel I19 by a channel ‘I80 having achoke 
I81 arranged therein, its port ‘I54 connected to 
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channel -‘I ‘I8 by a channel I82 lhaving a‘choke I83 ' 
arranged therein, and its port 153 connected .to 
the cylinder 41 of lcontrol'valve IIM‘by-achannel 
"I84=having a choke I85 arranged therein and .a 
check-valve I86 connected Yin‘parallel ‘with choke 
‘I85. 

‘It is to be‘noted-that-each valve 159*has its 
portsI56 and i5‘! connected to'thelmotor outlets 
"through free passages and "its ‘ports I54=and 4155 
connected to the motor outlets‘through "choked 
passages which resist ‘the now of @liquid'thfare 
through and thereby permit liquid “to ?ow v‘freely 
from the outlet of thelrnotorhaving‘the‘ihigher 
backpressure toport I56 or I51 ‘and vshift-valve 
plunger I5'I ‘to a position "in-which ‘port 453 is 
connected ‘to the outlet of ‘the motor having ‘the 
lower back pressure. 
.Forexample, if ‘plunger "I5I of valve 150A were 

at ‘the left-and 'the’back‘pressure on‘mo‘tor ItZA " 
should ‘become ‘greater ‘than‘the‘ back pressure on 
'motor ‘II'IZB, liquid'would tend‘to'flow ‘fromchan 
;nel ‘I‘II9A'through channels ‘ I60 ‘and 'I 52 and‘ports 
1514 and "I53 of‘valve I‘SUA'but the ?ow ‘there 
“through ‘is restricted v“by choke ‘I63. Therefore, 
since theipressure in channel I5I! pis‘higher'than 
the ‘pressure ‘in channel Iii! and :channel ,| 6011s 
unrestricted, ‘ liquid will‘ flow 'therethrough‘ toport 
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I55 andmove-plunger ‘I5I ofyalve *I56A‘toward , 
the right ‘to ‘the position shown so ‘that port 153 ‘ 
would‘be open to port I55 andjthe' lower back pres 
sure could extend ‘from channel HEB ithrough 
channels l6I and I54 andports‘lt?ancl I55 into 
channel ‘I66. 

If ‘plunger I5I of valve I159C'were at the left i 
and ‘the ‘back pressure on motor "I 026 :should'be~ 
come greater than the back pressure on motor 

. "?lzDyplunger 15! of valve150C would‘be shifted 
to "the ‘right .by the preponderance of ‘pressure in 
channel I61 for the same *reason ‘that plunger 
J 5| of valve 'I'5IlA wou'ldbe shifted ‘to theright by 
the preponderanceof pressure in channel ‘I553. 
With plunger I5I of valve [550 in‘its right hand 
‘position. as shown, ‘the "lowerback pressure could 
extend from channel I"I'9D ‘through channels ‘I58 
and HI and ports I55 and 153 into channel ‘I13. 

jIf plunger I5I of valve I503 were at ‘the right 
and tbe'backlpressure on either of motors IEIZC 
and .IBZD should’becomegreater than the back 
pressure ofeither of motors I'GZA and IBZB, the 
pressure in channel ‘ 113 would become greater 
‘than‘the pressure ‘in channel I66 andjiplunger I5I 
of valve ‘I'50B would'be shifted to the leftiby the 
preponderance of pressure ‘in channel ‘I73 for ‘the 
*same reason that plunger ‘I5I of valve 150A would 
be shifted to ‘the right‘by ithepreponderance of 

‘With plunger ‘iii! of 
valve I5IlB in "its “left ‘hand position as shown, 
the ‘lower pressure in channel I66 could extend 
‘therefrom through channel I'M and valve I5UB' 
into "channel I18. - 

jIi‘pIunger "I5I of valve I551) were at the right 
and the back pressure onmotor ‘IUZE should ‘be 
come greater than the pressure in channel H8, 
‘plunger I5I of valve I591) would be shiftedto the 
"left'by the preponderance of-vpressure ‘in channel 
“I19 .for vthe same reason ithatplunger l 5! of valve 
150A would be'shifted to the right'by ‘the'prepon 
derance o'fp'prerssurejin channel "I55. With plunger 
“I5I of valve 150D in itsfleft ‘hand position ‘as 
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shown, :the lower {pressure inqchannel I18 :could 
extend :therefrom through channel 182, ‘valve 
I50D<andichannel I 8.4 .to cylinder!“ of control 
valve I04. .An increase in Ithe‘pressure .in cylin 
der 41 pabovea predetermined minimum would 
cause piston dB to. shift .valve plunger:35.o'f valve 
"I04 toward the leftzto effect a reductionin pump 
displacement, and a‘ decrease inthe pressurein 
cylinder ‘41 ‘below the predetermined .minimum 
iwould permitlspring 45.110 shiftplungert5 toward 
Itherightito effect an‘increase ‘inpump .displace- _ 
ment: as previously explained. 
IIt‘willbe obvious that the plunger I5I of each ' 

‘valve I5Ilis shifted'bythe'higher of the'two pres 
suresprevailing atiits-ports I56'and'I5‘I and‘that 
each valve I50 functions automatically .to con 
nec‘tthe“ lower of thetwo'pressures to its port I53 
so-‘that control valve ‘III-‘l is always operatedrand 
veffectsadjustment of the displacement of pump 
"IUI in response to variations in the back "pressure 
‘on the motor having the ‘lowest back pressure 
regardless of which one of the motors has the 
lowest back pressure. 
Since all of the motors are connected to the 

‘pump in parallel witheach other, pump pressure 
prevails at ‘the inlets of all of the motors and the 
pump must create a pressure high enough to en 
'able the most heavily loaded ‘motor to drive its 
load. The pressuredrop across each motor varies 
‘in accordance with variations in the load on that 
>motor and, since the same pressure prevails vat 
vthe inlets o'f-all of 'the=motors, themost heavily 
vloadedmotorwill have ‘the ‘greatest pressure‘ drop 
‘thereacross vand, vconsequently, the lowest back 
pressure. ‘ 

‘By-adjustingithe displacementof‘the pump in 
‘response to-variations'in the backjpressure on the 
‘motor having the ‘lowest back pressure as pre 
viously explained, the pump will‘deliver liquid at 
‘just ‘the rate'required to enable all of the motors 
to ‘operate at the'individual speeds determined by 
the individual'speed controls and the pump will 
create just enough pressure toe?ect operation of 
‘the motor requiring the highest pressure, thereby 
‘avoiding the waste of ‘power-and heating of ‘the 
liquid-which would result if the transmissionwere 
otherwise controlled. ' 

The invention'herein set forth maybe‘modi?ed 
"in-various o'therways without departing from the 
scope thereof which is hereby claimed as fol-' 
lows: 

,1. A hydraulic transmission, c'omprising'a pump 
:having means ‘for varying its displacement, a 
plurality of motors having'the inlets thereof con 
nected‘to the outlet of said pump and adapted to 
be simultaneously energized ‘by liquid delivered 
‘thereto by said pump, means for controlling the 
speed of each of said motors including achoke 
for resisting the discharge of liquid from that 
motor-and to'thereby'impose a back vpressure on 
"that 'motor ‘and ‘means for compensating “for 
variations in the slipof‘that motor dueto varia 
itionsin the load on that motor, and means ‘for 
effecting operation of said displacement varying 
means in response to variations in the back pres 
sure on the vmotor having the lowest back pres 

l sure. ' 

12. A hydraulic transmission, comprising a pump 
‘having means for ‘varying its displacement, a 
plurality of motors'having the inlets thereof con 
nected to ‘the outlet ‘of ‘said pump'and adapted to 
v"be simultaneouslyv energized by liquid delivered 
thereto by said pump, means vfor controlling the 
speed ‘of veach of said motors including ‘a choke 
for resisting the discharge of liquid from (that, ; 
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motor and to thereby impose a back pressure on 
that motor and a constant pressure valve con 
nected between that motor and said choke to 
maintain a substantially constant pressure at the 
inlet of said choke, and means for effecting opera 
tion of said displacement varying means in re 
sponse to variations in the back pressure on the 
motor having the lowest back pressure. 

3. A hydraulic transmission, comprising a pump 
having means for varying its displacement, means 

_ for supplying motive liquid to said displacement 
varying means including a control valve having 
hydraulic actuating means, a plurality of motors 
having the inlets thereof connected to the outlet 
of said pump and adapted to be simultaneously 
energized by liquid delivered thereto by said 
pump, means for controlling the speed of each of 
said motors by throttling the out?ow from each 
motor and thereby imposing a back pressure on 
each motor, and means for connecting said valve 
actuating means to the outlet of the motor hav 
ing the lowest back pressure. ~ 

It. A‘ hydraulic transmission, comprising a 
pump having means for varying its displacement, 
means for supplying motive liquid to said dis 
placement varying means including a control 
valve having hydraulic actuating means, a plu~ 
rality of motors having the inlets thereof con 
nected to the outlet of said pump and adapted to 
be simultaneously energized by liquid delivered 
thereto by said pump, means for controlling the 
speed of each of said motors by throttling the 
outflow from each motor and thereby imposing 
a back pressure on each motor, and means for 
connecting said valve actuating means to the out 
let of the motor having the lowest back pressure 
and including one less selector valve than there 
are motors and each selector valve being con 
nected to the outlets of two motors and operable 
by liquid from the outlet of the motor having 
the higher back pressure to a position to permit 
liquid to ?ow through said valve from the outlet 
of the other of those two motors. 

5. A hydraulic transmission, comprising a 
pump having hydraulic means for varying its 
displacement and having means responsive to 
pump pressure reaching a given maximum for 
reducing its displacement until it is delivering 
just enough liquid to maintain that pressure 
substantially constant, means for supplying 
motive liquid to said displacement varying means 
including a control valve having hydraulic 
actuating means, a plurality of motors having 
the inlets thereof connected to the outlet of said 
pump and adapted to be simultaneously ener 
gized by liquid delivered thereto by said pump, 
means for controlling the speed of each of said 
motors by throttling the out?ow from each motor 
and thereby imposing a back pressure on each 
motor, and means for connecting said valve 
actuating means to the outlet of the motor hav 
ing the lowest back pressure. 

6. A hydraulic transmission, comprising a 
pump having means for varying its displacement, 
a plurality of motors having the inlets thereof 
connected to the outlet of said pump and adapted 
to be simultaneously energized by liquid delivered 
thereto by said pump, means for controlling the 
speed of each of said motors by throttling the 
out?ow from each motor and thereby imposing a 
back pressure on each motor, and means for ef 
fecting operation‘of said displacement varying 
means in response to variations in the back pres 
sure on the motor having the lowest back pres 
sure. - 
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7. A hydraulic transmission, comprising a. 

pump having means for varying its displacement, 
a plurality of motors having the inlets thereof 
connected to the outlet of said pump and adapted 
to be simultaneously energized by liquid delivered 
thereto by said pump, means for controlling the 
speed of each of said motors by throttling the 
out?ow from each motor and thereby imposing a 
back pressure on each motor, means for eiiecting 
operation of said displacement varying means in 
response to variations in the back pressure on 
the motor having the lowest back pressure, each 
of said motor speed control means including, 
means for choking the out?ow from the motor 
with which it is associated, means responsive to 
variations in the pressure of the liquid discharged 
by that motor relative to the pressure of the liquid 
delivered to that motor for adjusting said chok 
ing means to thereby compensate for variations in 
the slip of that motor due to variations in motor 
load, and means for adjusting said choking means 
in response to motor speed varying from a given 
speed. 

8. A hydraulic transmission, comprising a 
pump having hydraulic means for varying its dis 
placement, means for supplying motive liquid to 
said displacement varying means including a 
control valve having hydraulic actuating means, 
a plurality of motors having the inlets thereof 
connected to the outlet of said pump and adapted 
to be simultaneously energized by liquid deliv 
ered thereto by said pump, means for control 
ling the speed of each of said motors by throt 
tling the outflow from each motor and thereby 
imposing a back pressure on each motor and by 
compensating for variations in the slip of that 
motor due to variations in the load on that m0-_ 
tor, and means for connecting said valve actuat 
ing means to the outlet of the motor having the 
lowest back pressure. 

9. A hydraulic transmission, comprising a 
pump having hydraulic means for varying its dis 
placement, means for supplying motive liquid to 
said displacement varying means including a con. 
trol valve having hydraulic actuating means,.a 
plurality of motors having the inlets thereof con 
nected to the outlet of said pump and adapted 
to be simultaneously energized by liquid deliv 
ered thereto by said pump, means for control 
ling the speed of each of said motors by throttling 
the out?ow from each motor and thereby im 
posing a back pressure on each motor, and se 
lector valve means connected between said valve 
actuating means and the outlets of said motors, 
said selector valve means being responsive to the 
differences in the pressures in said outlets for 
subjecting said valve actuating means to the 
pressure in the outlet of the motor having the 
lowest back pressure. 

10. A hydraulic transmission, comprising a 
pump having means for varying its displace 
ment, a plurality of motors having the inlets 
thereof connected to the outlet of said pump 
and adapted to be simultaneously energized by 
liquid delivered thereto by said pump, means for 
controlling the speed of each of said motors by 
throttling the out?ow from each motor and 
thereby imposing a back pressure on. each motor, 
and means for effecting operation of said dis 
placement varying means in response to vari 
ations in the back pressure on the motor having 
the lowest back pressure, each of said motor 
speed control means including means for chok 
ing the out?ow from the motor with which it 
is associated, and means responsive to vari 
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ations in the pressure of the liquid discharged 
by that motor relative to the pressure of the 
liquid delivered to that motor for adjusting said 
choking means to thereby compensate for vari 
ations in the slip of that motor due to vari 
ations in motor load. 

11. A hydraulic transmission comprising a 
pump having hydraulic means for varying its dis-. 
placement, means for supplying motive liquid to 
said displacement varying means including a 
control valve having hydraulic actuating means, 
a plurality of motors having the inlets thereof 
connected to the outlet of said pump and adapted 
to be simultaneously energized by liquid deliv 
ered thereto by said pump, speed control means 
connected to the outlet of each motor to con 
trol the speed of each motor by throttling the 
out?ow therefrom and thereby imposing a back 
pressure thereon, and means for connecting said 
valve actuating means to the outlet of the motor 
having the lowest back pressure, each of said 
speed control means including a choke for limit 
ing the rate of discharge of liquid from the mo 
tor to which it is connected, a constant pressure 
valve connected between said choke and the out 
let of that motor to maintain a substantially con 
stant pressure at the inlet of said choke, and 
means for compensating for variations in the 
slip of that motor due to variations in the load 
thereon. 

12. A hydraulic transmission comprising a 
pump having hydraulic means for varying its 
displacement, means for supplying motive liquid 
to said displacement varying means including a 
control valve having hydraulic actuating means, 
a plurality of motors having the inlets thereof 
connected to the outlet of said pump and adapt 
ed to be simultaneously energized by liquid de 
livered thereto by said pump, speed control 
means connected to the outlet of each motor to 
control the speed of each motor by throttling 
the out?ow therefrom and thereby imposing a 
back pressure thereon, and means for connect 
ing said valve actuating means to the outlet of ' 
the motor having the lowest back pressure, each 
of said speed control means including a ‘main 
choke for limiting the rate of discharge of liquid 
from the motor to which it is connected, a con 
stant pressure valve connected between said 
choke and the outlet of that motor to maintain 
a substantially constant pressure at the inlet of 
said choke, and a second choke connected in 
parallel with said main choke and adjustable 
in response to variations in the pressure at the 
outlet of that motor relative to the pressure at 
the inlet of that motor to vary the rate of flow 
therethrough to thereby compensate for varia 

> tions in the slip of that motor due to variations 
in motor load. 7 

13. A hydraulic transmission comprising a 
pump having hydraulic means for varying its 
displacement, means for supplying motive liquid 
to said displacement varying means including a 
control valve having hydraulic actuating means, 
a plurality of motors having the inlets thereof 
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connected to the outlet of said pump and adapt 
ed to be simultaneously energized by liquid de 
livered thereto by said pump, speed control 
means connected to the outlet of each motor to 
control the speed of each motor by throttling 
the out?ow therefrom and thereby imposing a 
back pressure thereon, a selector valve having 
two inlet ports connected to the outlets of two 
of said motors respectively and an outlet port 
adapted to communicate with one or the other 
of said inlet ports, and means for connecting 
said outlet port to said valve actuating means, 
said selector valve being responsive to a differ 

' ence in the back pressure on said two motors for 
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connecting the outlet of themotor having the 
lower back pressure to said outlet port. 

14. A hydraulic transmission comprising a 
pump having hydraulic means for varying its 
displacement, means for supplying motive liquid 
to said displacement varying means including a , 
control valve having hydraulic actuating means, 
a plurality of motors having the inlets .thereof 
connected to the outlet of said pump and adapt 
ed to be simultaneously energized by liquid de 
livered thereto by said ' pump, speed control 
means connected to the outlet of each motor to 
control the speed of each motor by throttling 
the out?ow therefrom and thereby imposing a 
back pressure thereon, and selector valve means 
one less in number than the number of motors 
connected between said valve actuating means 
and the outlets of all of said motors for causing 
said valve actuating means to be subjected to the 
pressure at the outlet of the motor having the 
lowest back pressure, each of said selector valve 
means having two inlet ports connected to the 
outlets of two motors and an outlet port con 
nectable to said valve actuating means and 
adapted to communicate with one or the other 
of said inlet ports, each of said selector valve 
means being responsive to a difference in the 
back pressures on the two motors to which it is 
connected for connecting its outlet port to the 
outlet of the motor having the lower back pres 
sure. 
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